In this paper we study the distribution of indecomposable modules of the reduced enveloping algebra u(L; ) associated to a nite dimensional restricted Lie algebra (L; p]). Each component of the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver possesses only nitely modules of a given dimension. We combine this fact with geometric techniques in order to produce families of components of type Z Z A 1 ].
Introduction and Preliminaries
Let F be an algebraically closed eld, a nite dimensional F-algebra of in nite representation type. If is tame, it follows from Brauer Thrall II and the work of Crawley-Boevey 5, Corollary E] that there exists a number d 2 IN, such that for each multiple`d there are in nitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable -modules of dimension`d. In case is wild, this conclusion continues to hold (with d even) since there is a representation embedding from the module category of the Kronecker algebra F X; Y ]=(X 2 ; Y 2 ) into the module category of . A related question concerning the distribution of the dimensions within a given Auslander-Reiten component was raised by Ringel 30] : Given an AR-component and d > 0, is the set In this note we shall study questions related to the distribution of AR-components for reduced enveloping algebras of restricted Lie algebras. Our results, some of which will be applied in a forthcoming paper 12] , illustrate the utility of the geometric methods that are based on support varieties.
In the sequel we shall consider nite dimensional restricted Lie algebras (L; p]), de ned over an algebraically closed eld F of characteristic p > 0. The universal enveloping algebra of L will be denoted U(L). Given a linear form 2 L , the -reduced enveloping algebra of L is de ned by u(L; ) := U(L)=(fx p ? x p] ? (x) p 1 ; x 2 Lg):
We refer the interested reader to 32] concerning basic facts of restricted Lie algebras and their enveloping algebras. A few properties of u(L; ) that are relevant for our purposes are summarized in the following list (cf. 6, 8, 13] ).
The algebra u(L; ) is nite dimensional, more precisely dim F u(L; ) = p dim F L . u(L; ) is a Frobenius algebra with Nakayama automorphism uniquely determined by Here Mj hxi denotes the restriction of M to the subalgebra of u(L; ) that is generated by x.
It is well-known (cf. 15, 16, 17] ) that V L (M) is a conical variety whose dimension coincides with the complexity c u(L; ) (M). In particular, M is projective if and only if V L (M) = f0g.
Accordingly, we may de ne
After providing an a rmative answer to Ringel's question (Theorem 1.2), we turn in x2 to algebraic Lie algebras, i.e., those where L = Lie(G) is the Lie algebra of an algebraic group G. In this setting the stabilizer G of (with respect to the coadjoint action) operates on ? s (L; ) via automorphisms. If G is reductive (e.g., if G is reductive and is semisimple), then the components invariant relative to this action are shown to consist of modules that are stable under the twist by the adjoint representation. In the same vein, we employ support varieties to see that representation in nite enveloping algebras possess in nitely many indecomposables for each multiple of a suitable p-power. This result, as well as those of the nal section extend recent work of 26] in various directions. In particular, we show that each restricted simple Lie algebra L 6 = s` (2) (1) where we set P = (0) in case is regular. Now consider the set := fn 2 IN ; 9 j 2 Z Z : (j; n) 2 (d)g: Suppose is in nite and choose for each n 2 an element j(n) 2 Z Z such that (j(n); n) 2 (d) . If fj(n) ; n 2 g is in nite, then (1) implies that the -orbit of (0; 1) contains in nitely many elements of (d + dim F P). This contradicts (1.1). Alternatively, the set fn + j(n) ? 1 ; n 2 g is in nite, and we arrive at the same contradiction. Consequently, is nite and there exist -orbits T 1 ; : : : ; T r such that Induction on n shows that dim F (j; n) = ( dim F (j; 0) + dim F (j + n; 0) + q(j; n) n 1 mod (2) dim F (j; ?1) + dim F (j + n; 0) + q(j; n) n 0 mod(2) 8 n 1: As before ?t q(j; n) t depends on the number of projective meshes of the wing f(j; n); (j; ?1); (j + n + 1; ?1)g. The proof may now be completed by using the arguments of the case = 
Indecomposables of Algebraic Lie Algebras
In the following we shall be primarily interested in the situation where L is the Lie algebra of a (connected) algebraic group G. In that case a natural action of G on the set of stable Auslander-Reiten components provides an additional tool.
We begin with a subsidiary result that is valid for arbitrary restricted Lie algebras ( (
Proof. (1) . This follows directly from 7, (4.1)].
(2). According to 7, (3. 
For the reverse inclusion we combine the above isomorphism with 15, (2.1)] to obtain
Remark. Properties (1) and (2) There results an operation Proof. In view of (1.2) it su ces to show the existence of in nitely many indecomposable modules of the desired dimension.
Let R u (G) G be the unipotent radical of G. 
AR-Components for Lie Algebras of Classical and Cartan Type
In this section we apply geometric methods in order to see that Auslander-Reiten components of type Z Z A 1 ] usually occur most often. The exception is given by the algebra u(s` (2) Proof. Let T G be a maximal torus, the root system corresponding to T, B T a Borel subgroup with corresponding simple system . We proceed in several steps and rst assume G to be almost simple. By assumption contains at least two elements. Now let M be a u(L 0 )-module. It follows from the above that the u(L 0 L + )-module M with trivial L + -structure is Ad(U + I )-stable. Direct computation then shows that M" L also enjoys this property. In view of (2.1), we therefore have
Let H be a closed subgroup of G, x and element of L. We consider the centralizers C H (x) := fh 2 H ; Ad(h)(x) = xg and C Lie(H) (x) := fy 2 Lie(H) ; y; x] = 0g. General theory yields dim( . 31, (II.3)] ), we thus obtain
We proceed by considering the case where = f ; g is of type A 2 . Then L = s`(3) and we may assume that G = SL(3). Consider the element x 0 := e + e 2 V L (F ). We propose to show that x 0 2 V L (M`" L ) and note that this is equivalent to Ext 1 u(Fx 0 ) (F; M`" L ) 6 = (0). As G has rank 2, our result follows. 2 Remark. Let Proof. Owing to 17, (3.2)] there exists a parabolic subalgebra L P L such that the induction functor X 7 ! u(L; ) u(P; j P ) X is an equivalence between the module categories of u(L ; j L ) and u(L; ). Since dim F u(L; ) u(P; j P ) X = p dim F L=P dim F X, it su ces to verify the result for the former algebra.
Consider
We Owing to (1.2) the dimensions of the Y r are not bounded. Consequently, A 1 (W (1);`p p?2 ) is in nite for in nitely many`> 0.
